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Abstract 
Abhyankar, S.S., Wreath products and enlargements of groups, Discrete Mathematics 120 (1993) 
l-12. 
To take care of the fact that a normal subgroup of a normal subgroup need not be normal in the original 
group, the concept of group extensions is generalized to the concept of group enlargements. This is 
related to wreath products. Applications are made to the calculation of algebraic fundamental groups. 
There is an extensive theory of group extensions, where, by an extension of a group 
H by a group J we mean a group G together with an exact sequence l--t H --+G+ J+ 1. 
Much of this theory is restricted to the abelian case, when H is an abelian group, and 
then it is called Homological Algebra. Turning to the nonabelian case, in Section 3, 
I shall discuss the following surprising Fact which is a consequence of the CT, i.e., the 
Classification Theorem for Finite Simple Groups. 
Fact. The direct product H x J is the only extension qf a nonahelian jinite simple group 
H by a nonahelian jinite simple group J. 
But mainly, without using CT, I shall discuss a possible theory of ‘group enlarge- 
ments’ as a generalization of the theory of ‘group extensions’. 
By an enlargement of a group 0 by a group J we mean a group G together with an 
exact sequence 
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2 S.S. Ahhrunkui 
and a normal subgroup LI of A(H) such that L(H)/d z 0 and d is coreless in G. Recall 
that for a subgroup d of a group G, the core of d in G is the largest normal subgroup of 
G which is contained in d: we denote it by N:(d); the subgroup d is coreless (in G) 
means N:(d)= 1.’ 
Especially I shall discuss the relationship between group enlargements and wreath 
products, and in Section 2, I shall prove the following. 
Proposition. Let D,, D,, . . . , D, he any pairwise nonisomorphic jinite nonabelian 
simple groups such that 1 Aut Dil is prime to p ,for 1 d i < u, where u is a positive integer. 
[For example Di = the alternating group A,,,, where 4 <m, < ... <m, <p.] Let 
C,, C,, . . , Cj, . . . , C, be the various subsets of { 1,2, . . . . u) where s=2”. Let Dj be the 
direct product of all the Di with iECj and let LYj be the direct product qf all the Di with 
i#Cj. Then (D, Wr Z,) x fir, . , (D, Wr Z,) x fis are exactly all the enlargements of 
D,xD,x...xD,byZ,. 
Here p is a prime number, and Z, is the cyclic group of order p. The wreath product 
D Wr E, where D is any group and E is any finite group, is defined by taking the 
obvious action of E on the direct product D’ of e copies of D where e is the order of E, 
and now letting D Wr E = Dexl E = the semidirect product of De by E. To see the said 
action, identify D’ with DE = the set of all maps E-D, and for every C#J : E+D and EEE, 
define 4”: E+D by taking c#f(O)=c#~(Oe-') f or all 8~ E. Note that D” ><I E is the set of all 
pairs (4, E) with 4: E+D and EEE where the multiplication is defined by 
($,&)($I, ~')=(&f~', EC'); alternatively, we may identify DE and E with obvious 
subgroups of DE x E and then every element of DE= E is uniquely expressible as 
a product cj~, and now the action of EEE becomes the conjugation E-~&. 
To generalize the wreath product of a group D by a finite group E, for any E * <E, 
we define D Wr (E, E *) = DEIE* x E where E/E * is the right coset space and to see the 
action of E, for every 4: E/E*+D and EE E, again define 4”: E/E * -+D by taking 
4”(O) = 4(OsP ’ ) for all BEE/E *. Note that then D Wr E = D Wr (E, 1). Still more gener- 
ally, given any permutation representation q: E-+S(Q)= the symmetric group on 
‘N:(A) may also be called the anfinormalizer of A in G because N~(A)=ng,,~~lAg whereas 
N,(A)=the normalizer of A in G=the largest subgroup of G in which A is normal=(ysG: ymlAy=A}. 
This also explains the notation N:(A) to match with the usual N,(A). Note that an extension is simply the 
A = 1 case of an enlargement. Also note that, in the general case, N:(A) is the kernel of the transitive 
permutation representation G +S(G/A)= the symmetric group on the right coset space G/A, obtained by 
multiplying the right A-cosets by elements of G from the right, and for this A-cosef rrpresrntation of G, the 
stabilizer at the coset A is the subgroup A. Moreover, given any A’iG, the A-coset representation of G is 
equivalent to the A’-coset representation of G iff A and A’ are conjugate in G, where two permutation 
representations r:G4S” and o(‘:G+S”, are equicalent means cc’=afi for some isomorphism /3:S”+S”, 
induced by a bijection between the permuted sets. Furthermore. given any transitive representation of G, by 
letting A* to be a l-point stabilizer we see that the given representation is equivalent to the A*-coset 
representation. Finally we see that G permutes the set of all conjugates of A in G, and for this A-cmjuyate 
represenrarion of G. the normalizer N,(A) is the stabilizer at A, and hence the A-conjugate representation is 
equivalent to the N,(A)-caret representation. 
a finite set L?, which sends EEE to @ES(Q), we define D Wr(E,SZ,q)=DRx E where to 
see the action of E, for every q5:Q+D and EEE, define qV:Q+D by taking 
@(0)=$(~“-l(O)) for all OESZ. In case E is a permutation group of degree n, upon 
letting n:E+S,=S(Q) with Q={1,2,..., n} to be the natural inclusion, we may call 
D Wr (E, s2, n) the permutational wreath product of D by E and denote it by D PWr E. 
Note that then D PWr S, = D” x S, whereas D Wr S, = D”! x S,. For a further general- 
ization, called twisted wreath products, see [12].2 
Concerning permutational wreath products, in Section 4, I shall prove the 
following. 
Supplemental Proposition. For any jinite group H and positive integer n we have the 
following: 
(SPl) !f’ H is centerless and Aut H splits over Inn H then every extension qf H 
splits.3 
(SP2) Z(H”)=(Z(H))” and hence if H is centerless then H” is centerless. 
(SP3) In a natural manner we have Inn H”=(lnn H)“<(Aut H)“<Aut H” and 
S, <Aut H” where, jar all (TI, T2, . . . ~ T,)EH” and OES,, we take a(TI, T2, . . . . T,)= 
(T&I,, &I,> . . . . Cc”,). 
(SP4) !f H is nonahelian simple then we have Aut H”=Aut H PWrS, and 
Out H”=Out H PWrS,. 
(SP5) If H is nonahelian simple and Aut H splits over Inn H then Aut H” splits over 
Inn H” and every extension of H” splits. 
(SP6) If 4 <m # 6 then every extension of A,,, splits. 
As a consequence of this, in Section 5, I shall prove the following. 
‘This generalization ofwreath products was introduced by B.H. Neumann in his 1962 paper [7] which in 
part was based on the 1959 paper [S] of B.H. and Hanna Neumann. Another noteworthy paper on wreath 
products is the 1964 paper [lo] of Peter Neumann. Also there is the 1962 wreath product paper [9] by all 
three B.H. (father), Hanna (mother) and Peter (son) Neumann. It is my fond memory that in 1950-51. as 
a college student in Bombay, at the suggestion of Philip Hall, with whom I had corresponded for advice on 
the odd order solvability problem, I was reading several group theory papers of B.H. and Hanna Neumann 
as well as Reinhold Baer. It is amusing that as a follow up to these first lessons in group theory. in the last 
three years (I98819911 I have been receiving group theory instruction from Bill Kantor, Walter Feit. and 
the two Peters, Cameron and Neumann. I say amusing because, Kantor is a student of a student of Baer, 
Feit with Thompson is the solver of the odd order problem, and as already mentioned, Peter Neumann is 
a son of B.H. and Hanna Neumann, and finally Peter Cameron is a student of Peter Neumann. So I would 
have said that it is a small world! But. instead, echoing the sentiment expressed by Serre, let us say that it is 
a nice world!! 
‘A group H is c.enterles.s means Z(H)= I where Z(H)=(the center of H)= (~EH: hh’=h’h for all h’sH). 
The extensions given by exact sequences I +H+G+J-1 and I +H+G’ +J+ I are equicalenr means there 
exists an isomorphism G-G’ such that H+G followed by G+G’ equals H-G’, and G-G’ followed by 
G’+J equals G-J. The extension (or: exact sequence) I +H+G+J+ 1 splits, or is a split extension (resp: 
split rsacr sequence), means it is equivalent to an extension of the form I +H-HxlJ-J-l, i.e., equiva- 
lently, the image of H in G has a complemenf in G which means a subgroup of G which is mapped bijectively 
onto .J by the restriction of G+J. Every extension of H splits means every exact sequence I -1H-tG-1J+I 
splits. If HQG. then G splirs over H means the natural exact sequence I +H+G+G/H+I splits. 
Subspecial Proposition. Let D he any finite nonabelian simple group; also assume that 
D is complete, i.e., Out D = 1; (,for example D = the Mathieu group Ml 1 or M,, or M,,). 
Let G he any enlargement of D by any ,finite group E. Then G z D Wr (E, B, q) for some 
permutation representation ye: E+S(B) with 1 </QJ<1EI. 
Note. This is only a sample. It would be interesting to know more about the relation 
between enlargements, extensions of Cartesian powers, and general wreath products. 
Also it would be nice to have a ‘crude classification’ of all finite groups by taking 
solvable groups, simple groups, general wreath products, and whatever else, as 
‘known boxes.’ 
Connecting remark. To connect group enlargements to Galois theory, let 
K c K’c Lc L’ be finite separable algebraic field extensions. Now if K l/K and LfK’ 
are Galois, and if L/K is also Galois, then the Galois group Gal(L, K) is clearly an 
extension of Gal(L, K ‘) by Gal(K ‘, K ). On the other hand, if K ‘/K and L/K’ are 
Galois, but L/K is not assumed Galois, then letting L’ to be a least Galois extension of 
K containing L, the Galois group Gal(L’, K) is an enlargement of Gal(L, K’) by 
Gal(K’, K). 
Now concretely given field extensions K’/K and L/K’ are rarely Galois, say when 
then are the root fields, but not necessarily the splitting fields, of some explicitly given 
univariate polynomials. This leads us to the following generalization of the concept of 
group enlargement which is worth being studied, although we shall not do so in this 
paper. 
Definition-Remark. By an engroup we mean a pair (J, J *) where J is a group and J * 
is a coreless subgroup of J. By an enlargement of a group 0 by an engroup (J, J *) we 
mean a group G together with an exact sequence 
and a normal subgroup d of p- ’ (J *) such that p-‘( J *)/d z 0 and d is coreless in G. 
This is the group theoretic translation of the fact that if Kc K’c Lc L’ and 
Kc K’ c K * c L’ are finite separable algebraic field extensions such that L/K’ is 
Galois and K* and L’ are least Galois extension of K containing K’ and L respective- 
ly, then the group Gal( L’, K) is an enlargement of the group Gal(L, K’) by the 
engroup (Gal(K *, K), Gal (K *, K’)). Finally, by an enlargement of an engroup 
(O,O*) by an engroup (J, J*) we simply mean an enlargement of the group 0 by the 
engroup (J,J*). This in turn is the group theoretic translation of the fact that if 
K c K’ c L c L* c L’ and K c K’ c K * c L’ are finite separable algebraic field exten- 
sions such that L* is a least Galois extension of K’ containing L, and K * and L’ are 
least Galois extension of K containing K’ and L respectively, then the group 
Gal(L’, K) is an enlargement of the engroup (Gal(L*, K’), Gal(L*, L)) by the engroup 
(Gal(K*, K), Gal(K*, K’)). 
Applications to fundamental groups. Let Lk be the affine line over an algebraically 
closed field k of characteristic p. Let rcA(Lk) be the algebraic fundamental group of L,, 
i.e., n,(L,) is the set of all finite Galois groups of unramified coverings of L,. In my 
1957 paper [l], I conjectured that 7cA(Lk)=Q(p) where Q(p) is the set of all quasi 
p-groups, i.e., finite groups generated by their p-sylow subgroups. In the last few years, 
some progress has been made in this conjecture. Namely: 
(FGl) In [2] I proved that n,(L,) contains the alternating group A,, for all n 3p > 2, 
the symmetric group S, for all n>p=2, and PSL(2,S) for p= 7. 
(FG2) By ‘descending Galois theory’ Serre (unpublished) proved and in [2] by 
‘ascending method’ I reproved that n,(L,) contains PSL(2,q) for every power 
q of P. 
(FG3) In 163 Nori proved that xA(Lk) contains some of the Lie-type groups such as 
SL(n,q),Sq(2n, q), . . . . E,(q) for every power q of p. 
(FG4) In [l l] Serre showed that xA(Lk) contains all solvable quasi p-groups, and 
more generally if it contains a group H then it contains every quasi p-group which is 
an extension of H by a solvable group J. 
By using Grothendieck’s results on the tame fundamental group [S], and by 
invoking the Connecting Remark, in [3] I proved the following. 
Enlargement Theorem. If’ 0 is any finite group whose order is prime to p, and J is 
any nonidentity member of xa(Lk), then some enlargement of’ 0 by J belongs to 
n,(L,). 
As a consequence of the Enlargement Theorem, in [3] I proved that the following. 
(FG5) Jf D is any nonahelian ,finite simple group with 1 Aut D 1 f 0( p), then the wreath 
product D Wr Z, belongs to x,,(Lk). Hence in particular, for erery integer m with 
4 <m <p, the wreath product A,,, Wr Z, belongs to n,(L,). 
By Result 4 of [l] we know that every member of za(L,) is a quasi p-group; also 
obviously a homomorphic image of a quasi p-group is again a quasi p-group, and 
hence if H and J are any finite groups with 1 #(H 1$0(p) then H x J cannot be a quasi 
p-group; also it is clear that if D is any nonabelian simple group with I Aut DI +0(p) 
then I # 1 DJ +0(p); finally, Yp + Y + X =0 gives an unramified Galois covering of 
L, with Galois group Z, and hence Z, belongs to za(L,). Therefore, in view of the 
Enlargement Theorem, by the Proposition we get the following generalization of 
(FG5). 
(FG6) If D1, D2, . . , D, are any pairwise nonisomorphic nonahelian ,jinite simple groups 
such that [Aut Dil~O(p) for 1 di<u, then the wreath product (DI x D, x ... x D,) 
Wr Z, belongs to nA(Lk). Hence in particular, for 4 <ml < m2 < +.. <m, <p, the wreath 
product (A,,,, x ... x AmU) Wr Z, belongs to n,(Lk). 
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In view of the Enlargement Theorem, by the Subspecial Proposition we get the 
following. 
(FG7) If D is any finite nonabelian simple group such that D is complete and 
IDI +0(p), and E is any nonidentity member of xA(Lk), then G = D Wr (E, Q, q) belongs 
to xA(Lk) for some permutation representation q:E+S(Q) with 1 <IQ1 < IEl. 
2. Proposition 
In (4.19) of [12], Suzuki gives a description of all subgroups of the direct product 
H x J of any two groups H and J which roughly speaking says that: Given any 
subgroup U of H x J, we can project and intersect U with each factor, and then the 
intersection is a normal subgroup of the projection, and the two factor groups are 
isomorphic; conversely, given any four such subgroups together with an isomorphism 
between their factor groups, they uniquely determine a subgroup U of H x J. More 
precisely we have the following. 
General Subgroup Lemma. Consider the direct product H x J of any two groups H and 
J. Let @,I H x J-+H and aJ: H x J-J he the natural projections, and identify H and 
J with the normal subgroups ker GJ and ker Qw of H x J respectively. Then .for any 
U<HxJ we have (UnH)aQII(U) and (UnJ)a@,(U) and there is a unique 
isomorphism 
y’,: %(U)I(U nH)+@,(U)l(Un J) 
which makes the diagram 
u - qy(U) - @du)/(U n W 
I 1 
u - @J(U) - @,(u)l(Un J) 
commutative with the obvious maps. Conversely, given any UwaUf < H and 
U,aU,*<J and isomorphism Y:Ui/Un + UflU,, there is a unique U < H x J such 
that U,=(UnH), U;=@,,(U), U,=(UnJ), UT=@,,(U) and Y=YL7. 
Now, to prepare for proving the Proposition, let us apply the General Subgroup 
Lemma to find certain type of subgroups of the direct product of several nonabelian 
finite simple groups. 
So let D =(Dl, D2, . . . , D,) where D1, D,, . . . , D, are pairwise nonisomorphic 
nonabelian finite simple groups and u is a positive integer, and let 
Dr=D;l x 0;‘~ . . . x 0:” where r=(r1,r2, . . . . r,) with positive integers rl, r2,. , ru. 
For 1 < i<u, let pi: D’+D~’ be the projection which sends (T,, T2,. .., T,)ED’ 
to r,~Df’, and for I < j<ri let ~ij: DI’~Di be the projection which sends 
T=(T,1, q2, . . . . ~,,)ED:’ to Tij~Di. Given U <D’, let us say that U is multidense in D’ 
to mean that for 1 <i < u and 16 j <ri, depending on i and j, we have @ij(@i(U)) = Di 
or 1. Note that if UaD’ then for 1 <i<u and 1~ j<ri we have ~ij(~i(U))~Di and 
hence, because Di is simple, we get ~ij(~i( ~))= Di or 1. Thus: (‘) U aD’* U is 
multidense in D’. 
For a moment let us fix some i with 1 <i < u. 
For any subsequence Mi=(Mil, Mi2, . . . . Mim,) of (1,2, . . . . ri), i.e., for integers 
ldMi,<Mi,< ..’ < Mi&ri with O<((length of Mi)=mibri, let Yi,,:D~l~Dy’ be 
the monomorphism which sends(Ti,, Ti,, . . . . TI,,)sDyl to(T,,. K,, . . . . T’,)ED~’ with 
TM,,= Tlj for 1 <,j<mi and 7;.d= 1 for d~tMi,, Mi2, . . . . Mi,,}, and let Di,,=im YiM,; 
also let GiM,:D;‘+Dr’ be the homomorphism which sends (T,, &, . . . . ~&)EDI’ 
to (Til, Tf,,..., T&)ED;’ with TjMcj=KM,, for 1 < j<mi and Tid=l for 
d~{Mil,Mi,,...,Mi,~},andnotethatim~iM,=Di,~,.GivenanyNi=(Nil,Niz,...,Ni,,)E 
(Aut Di)“” with Nij~Aut Di, let YIiM,N,. .Di+D~~ be the monomorphism which sends 
6EDi to YiM,(Nil(~)rNi2(fi), ...,Ni,,(6))GDr’, and let DiM,N,=im ‘PiM,N,. 
NOW let Pi=(Pi,, ..., Pij’...) Pi,,,Qi,, ...,Qij, ..., Qi,,,) be a D;-subpartition of 
(1,2, . . . . ri) in the sense that Pij=(Pijl, . . . . Pija,,) is a subsequence of (1,2, . . . . ri) of 
length Pij>O for l<j<Wi with Pijk # Pij'k' whenever .i#j’, and 
Qij=(Qijl, . . ..Qijp.,)~(Aut Di)plJ with QijkEAut Di; here O<(length of Pi)=Wi<ri. Let 
Di,, be the set of all (Tr, T,, . . . . z’,)~Dy’ such that ~ip,,(Til, &, . . . . Ti’,)EDip,JQ,r for 
l<j<wi,and T,=l foreverydg{1,2,..., ri) with d#Pijk for 1 <,j< w,and 1 <k<pij. 
Turning to D’, for any multhhequence M =(M,, M2, . . . . M,) of r, where Mi is 
a subsequence of (1,2, . . ..ri) for 16idu, let D, be the set of all (T,, T2, . . . . T,)ED’ 
such that Ti~DiM, for 1< i < u; note that then D,+, is a normal subgroup of D’. Likewise, 
for any D-multisuhpartition P=( PI, P2, . . , P,,) of r, where Pi is a Di-subpartition of 
(1,2,...,ri)for l~i~u,letD,bethesetofall(T,,T,,...,T,)~D’suchthat Ti~Di,,for 
1 <i <u; note that then Dp is a multidense subgroup of D’. 
By induction on u, we shall show that every multidense subgroup of D’ is of the 
form D, for some D-multisubpartition P of r, and every normal subgroup of D’ is of 
the form DM for some multisubsequence M of r. For u= 1 this reduces to the Special 
Subgroup Lemma (see 133) which in turn was proved by using the General Subgroup 
Lemma. So now suppose u> 1 and assume the assertion to be true for all values of 
u smaller than the given one. 
Let @‘:D’+D’ be the homomorphism which sends (T,, T2,. .., T,)ED’ to 
(T;, T;, . . . . T~)ED’ with T~=TED;’ for l<i<u and Th=(l,l,...,l)~D:“. Let 
@* : D’+D’ be the homomorphism which sends (T,, T,, . .., T,)ED’ to 
(Ty,Tz ,..., T$)ED’ with TF=(l, l,..., ~)EDII for 1 <i<u and T:=T,ED:. Let 
D’= im @’ and D* = im @*. Note that then D’z 07 x Dy x . .. x D:“-_/ and D* ~02. 
Given any multidense subgroup U of D’, clearly 4’(U) and Q*(U) are multidense 
subgroups of D’ and D* respectively, and hence by the induction hypothesis there 
exists a D-multisubpartition P = ( P, , P,, . . . , P,,) of r, with 0 <wi=(length of Pi)~ri, 
such that @‘(U)=Dps and @*(U)=Dpr where P’=(P;,P;,...,PI) and 
P*=(PT,P;,..., P:) are the D-multisubpartitions of r with Pi = Pi for 1 <i < u and 
P:=P,, and (length of PT)=(length of P:)= ... =(length of P&,)=(length of 
P;)=O. Now 
and G*(U) z D,“u and, in view of the direct product representation Dr = D’ x D*, by the 
General Subgroup Lemma we have (UnD’)Cl@‘(U) and (UnD*)U@*(U) and 
@‘(U)/(UnD’)z@*(U)/(UnD*), 
and hence by the induction hypothesis there exist nonnegative integers 
a1 drl,v2drz, . . . , u, d r,, such that 
@‘(U)/(UnD’)zD~‘xD~x .‘. xDi”_,’ and @*(U)/(UnD*)zDi”. 
Therefore, say by the JordanHolder Theorem, we must have (U n D’)= a’(U) and 
(UnD*)=@*(U), and hence U=Dr. Let pij=length of Pij where 
Pi=(Pi,, ..., pij,...,piw,,Qilr...,Qij,...,Qiw,). N ow if UaD’ then @‘(U)QD’ and 
Q*(U) 4D*, and hence by the induction hypothesis pij= 1 for 1~ i<u and 1 djdwi, 
and therefore U = D, where M is the obvious multisubsequence of Y. Thus we have 
proved the following. 
Subgroup Lemma. Let D=(D,, D,, . . . . D,) where D,, D,, . . . . D, nre pairwise 
nonisomorphic nonahelian jinite simple groups and II is a positive integer, and let 
D*=Dl,l xD*,x ... xD: where r=(r1,r2,...,r,,) with positive integers rlrr2,...,ru. 
Then a subgroup af D’ is a multidense subgroup af D’ if and only if it is af the ,form 
Dp far some D-multi&partition P = ( PI, P,, . . . , P,,) of r with 0 <(length af Pi) = wi < ri, 
where we note that D, z 0;’ x 0;’ x ... x 02. Moreover, a normal subgroup of D’ is 
automatically multidense in Dr. Finally, a subgroup of D’ is u normal subgroup of D’ tf 
and only rf it is af the .form D,W ,for some multisubsequence M = (MI, M,, . ., M,) af 
r with O<(length of Mi)=midri, where we note that 0;“’ x 07’ x ... x DFzDM=the 
‘block’ of D’ consisting af all ( TI , T,, . . . , T,)ED’ with c=(T,, T2, . . . . T,JED~’ such 
that, upon letting M,=(M,,, Mi,, . . ..Mi.,), we have Td= 1 ,far 1 <idu and 
d~{Mil,Miz,...,Mi,~). 
Henceforth let D = D, x D, x ... x D, and assume that r1 =r2 = ... =r,, = t. For 
1 <i<u let 6i:D-Di be the projection which sends (S’r,S;,...,S:)~fi to Sf~Di, and 
for 1 < j < t let Sj: o’- D be the projection which sends (S, , S2, . . , S,)ED’ to SjED. Let 
us say that U < D’ is dense in 0’ to mean that for 1 < j < t, depending on ,j, we have 
~j(U)= D or 1. Obviously, if U <fit is dense in 0’ then for 1 <i< u and 1 < j,< t, 
depending on i and j, we have Gij(ai( U)) = Di or 1. Thus: (‘I) U < D’ is dense in fit=> U 
is multidense in Dr where r=(rl, r2, . . . . I-,) with r1 =r2= ... =r,=t. 
To prove the Proposition, assume that 1 Aut Di 1 f 0( p) for 1 < i < u, and let 
be an exact sequence with ker p= H aG so that i is the natural inclusion, and let 
AUH be such that NE(d)=1 and H/AzD. 
Let fi={d’4H:d’=g-‘dg for some gE:G}. Now, in view of(“), by the Denseness 
Lemma (see [3]) and the Subgroup Lemma, we have 1 <[RI <p and nd4’= 1, and 
HzDD;’ x Dp’x ..’ x DC” with 1~ wi < 1 Q2( for 1 d i < u, and we get a transitive permu- 
tation representation ZP+S(sZ) which sends ZEZ, to ins such that for every d’~sZ 
we have I(d’)=c-‘A’[ with [up-‘(z). 
Since Di is nonabelian simple, we get Z(Di)= 1 where Z(Di) is the center of 
Di, and hence DizInnDiaAutDi; therefore, IAutDilfO(p)~lDilfO(p); this be- 
ing so for l<i<u, we get IHI=nr=,IDilw’fO(p). We can take BEG such that 
p(w) generates Z,. Let 5 = mIHt. Since 1 G( =pJ H I and 1 HI +0(p), we see that the 
order of 4 is p and ~(5) generates Z,. Let J be the subgroup of G generated 
by t. Then J zZ, and H nJ= 1 and G = HJ. Also we get a transitive permutation 
representation J+S(Q) which sends ~GJ to [ES(Q) such that for every d’~sZ we have 
&I’)=[-Vi. 
For 1~ i<u, in view of the Subgroup Lemma, there exists a unique HiU H 
with Hi% Dr8, and there exists a unique Bia Hi with Oiz Di and A n Oi= 1, and 
upon letting fii= {A’n Hi: A’EQ~), for every A*EL’~ we have A*a Hi and Hi/A* z Di, 
and we get a transitive permutation representation J~S(sZi) which sends [EJ to 
ti~S(sZi) such that for every A*EsZi we have fi(A*)=c-‘A*[; note that then HidG 
and i^,(A’)=~(A’) where <EAut Hi is given by taking c(h)=[-‘h[ for all hEHi; 
also note that since I Jl =p, for any [EJ the order of c must be 1 or p; since 
J+S(Q) is transitive and 1 <lQ(<(Ql<p=IJI=a prime number, we must have 
lQil=p or 1. 
Let l<i,<i,< ... <i,<uandldj,<j,< ... < j, < u be the integers with a + h = u 
suchthat IQ,I>lfor l<k<aandlQj,l=lfor l<k<h.LetD=OiIXOizX ... XOia 
and D”=Oj, x Oj, x ..’ xOj,. Note that now H=H,xH,x~~~xH,=l?xfi where 
lTClH=Hi, x Hi, x ... x Hi” and bafi=Hj, x Hj, x ... x Hi,. 
Since nd_ A’= 1, given any k with 1 <k < h, upon letting j=j,, we must 
have wj= 1 and hence Hj= Oj; consequently IAut H,I $0(p) and therefore for 
every ~EJ we must have ~j= 1, i.e., [ commutes with every element of Hj. It 
follows that every element of J commutes with every element of 6 and hence 
G=(I?J)xL% 
Given any k with 1 <k <a, let i= ik; now every member of Qi is a normal 
subgroup of Hi with factor group isomorphic to Di; moreover, by the Subgroup 
Lemma we see that 0:’ has exactly wi normal subgroups with factor groups 
isomorphic to Di; since Hi z 0;’ and wi<p, we must have wi =p; therefore 
Hip Dp. Let Or, 02, . . . . 8, be the distinct elements of J. Then for 1 62 <p we 
get zlEAut J? by taking zn(h)= 0;’ hQl for all hEE?. Now every element of Djz=u J
can uniquely be represented as (4,[) with 4: J-6 and [EJ and by sending 
(40 to 
zl(~(r1))22(~(12))...~p(~(ip))S~t?J 
we get an isomorphism L?~x J+E)J. Since J z Z,, we get &=uJ z 6 Wr Z, and hence 
Gz(DWrZ,)xD. 
IO S.S. Ahhwnkor 
3. Extensions of centerless groups 
In (7.11) of [12], Suzuki proves the following 
Extension Lemma. Let H und J he any two groups such that H is centerless. Then every 
outer action of’ J on H is uniquely realized by an extension of H by J. 
Recall that by an action of a group J on a group H we mean a homomorphism 
J-+Aut H = the group of all automorphisms of H. Likewise, by an outer action of J on 
H we mean a homomorphism J+Out H =(the outer automorphism group of H)= 
Aut H/Inn H; note that an element of Out H is not an automorphism of H, but only 
a residue class of Aut H mod Inn H. To an exact sequence 
we associate an outer action y: J+Out H thus; first we get a homomorphism 
a:G-+AutH by taking A(a(g)(h))=g-‘A(h)g for all ~.EG and hEH; now 
cc(A(H))= Inn H < z(G)< Aut H and hence r and ,U induce a homomorphism 
y: J+Out H with y(J) = B/Inn H where B = x(G); this outer action is said to be realized 
by the extension 1 + H+G+J+ 1. Finally, the uniqueness refers to the fact that any 
two realizations of the same outer action are equivalent in the sense of extensions, i.e., 
if 1 +H+G’-+J+ 1 is any other realization then there is an isomorphism G+G’ which 
makes the obvious diagram commute. Since this uniqueness is not stated in [12], and 
since it does not seem to be well known, here is a proof of the Extension Lemma. 
So, assuming H to be centerless, let there be given any homomorphism 
y: J-+Out H; equivalently, let there be given an epimorphism r: J+B/Inn H with 
Inn H < B < Aut H. For the given y, I shall first construct a ‘canonical’ extension G’ 
and then show that any G is equivalent to G’. 
Namely, let G’ be the unique subgroup of (Aut H) x J whose projection on J is J, 
whose projection on Aut H is B, whose intersection with Aut H is Inn H, and for which 
the induced map is r: J+B/Inn H; see the General Subgroup Lemma. Take G’+J to 
be the epimorphism induced by the projection (Aut H) x J-+J, and take H+G’ to be 
the composition of the injections H -Inn H-Aut H-(Aut H) x J. This makes G’ an 
extension of H by J with the given value of y. 
Now given G as above ?:G-+Aut H and p:G+J induce G-G’ which is injective 
because ker Z= the centralizer CG(A(H)) of 1(H) in G and ker p=A(H) and they 
intersect in 1 because H is centerless. Obviously H+G followed by G+G’ equals 
H+G’, and GAG’ followed by G’ -+J equals G+J. Therefore G is equivalent to G’. 
As stated in Gorenstein’s report [4]; as a consequence of CT, experts have verified 
the Schreier Conjecture which says that: every finite simple group has a solvable outer 
automorphism group. 
Now a nonabelian simple group H is clearly center-less (because for any group H we 
have Z(H)aH), and for any homomorphism of a nonabelian simple group J into 
a finite solvable group, the image of J is obviously reduced to 1. Therefore by the 
Extension Lemma and Schreier Conjecture we get the Fact which says that the direct 
product H x J is the only extension qf a nonahelian jinite simple group H by 
a nonahelian simple group J. 
4. Supplemental proposition 
To prove the Supplemental Proposition, let H be any finite group. 
If H is centerless then, by the Extension Lemma, an extension of H by any group J is 
uniquely determined by the associated outer action y: J-Out H; if also Aut H splits 
over Inn H, then y can be ‘lifted’ to an action J -+Aut H, and now we can construct the 
semidirect product H x J with this action; the given extension splits because it is 
equivalent to this semidirect product; this proves (SPl). 
Now let n be any positive integer. Then (SP2) and (SP3) are obvious. With (SP3) in 
mind, for any B < Aut H we have S, n B” = 1 and S, normalizes B”, and hence upon 
letting 
B* = the subgroup of Aut H” generated by B” and S, 
we get 
B*=B”xlS,<Aut H” 
and obviously 
B<C<AutH+B*<C*. 
If Aut H splits over Inn H then by letting B to be the complement of Inn H in 
C=Aut H we clearly have that B* is a complement of Inn H” in C* =(Aut H)*; 
therefore 
Aut H splits over Inn H =E- (Aut H)* splits over Inn H”. (*) 
In view of the U= 1 case of the Subgroup Lemma we also gel 
H nonabelian simple + (Aut H)* =Aut H”. (**) 
By (SPl), (SP2), (*) and ( **), we get (SP4) and (SP5). Finally (SP6) follows from (SP5) 
by noting that if 4 <m # 6 then Aut A, =S, and Inn A,,,= A,,, and hence Aut A,,, splits 
over Inn A,,,. 
5. Subspecial proposition 
To prove the Subspecial Proposition let D be any finite nonabelian simple group 
such that D is complete, let E be any finite group, let 
be an exact sequence with kerp= HCIG so that 1 is the natural inclusion, and let 
d <1H be such that N:(d)= 1 and H/A zD. Let y:E+Out H be the outer action 
realized by the given exact sequence. By the Denseness Lemma (see [3]) and the U= 1 
case of the Subgroup Lemma we have H zD” with 1 bn< 1 El and hence, by the 
Supplemental Proposition, y can be lifted to an action ye: E -+S, < Aut H, and therefore 
by the Extension Lemma we see that G z D Wr (E, { 1,2, . .., ~1, q). 
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